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a-Particle–emitting radionuclides, such as 211At, with a 7.2-h
half-life, may be optimally suited for the molecularly targeted ra-
diotherapy of strategically sensitive tumor sites, such as those in
the central nervous system. Because of the much shorter range
and more potent cytotoxicity of a-particles than of b-particles,
211At-labeled agents may be ideal for the eradication of tumor
cells remaining after surgical debulking of malignant brain tu-
mors. The main goal of this study was to investigate the feasibility
and safety of this approach in patients with recurrent malignant
brain tumors. Methods: Chimeric antitenascin monoclonal anti-
body 81C6 (ch81C6) (10 mg) was labeled with 71–347 MBq of
211At by use of N-succinimidyl 3-[211At]astatobenzoate. Eighteen
patients were treated with 211At-labeled ch81C6 (211At-ch81C6)
administered into a surgically created resection cavity (SCRC)
and then with salvage chemotherapy. Serial g-camera imaging
and blood sampling over 24 h were performed. Results: A total
of 96.7% 6 3.6% (mean 6 SD) of 211At decays occurred in the
SCRC, and the mean blood-pool percentage injected dose
was #0.3. No patient experienced dose-limiting toxicity, and
the maximum tolerated dose was not identified. Six patients ex-
perienced grade 2 neurotoxicity within 6 wk of 211At-ch81C6
administration; this neurotoxicity resolved fully in all but 1 pa-
tient. No toxicities of grade 3 or higher were attributable to
the treatment. No patient required repeat surgery for radione-
crosis. The median survival times for all patients, those with gli-
oblastoma multiforme, and those with anaplastic astrocytoma
or oligodendroglioma were 54, 52, and 116 wk, respectively.
Conclusion: This study provides proof of concept for regional
targeted radiotherapy with 211At-labeled molecules in oncol-
ogy. Specifically, the regional administration of 211At-ch81C6
is feasible, safe, and associated with a promising antitumor
benefit in patients with malignant central nervous system tu-
mors.
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The majority of malignant brain tumors recur with an
extremely poor prognosis (1). Because most gliomas recur
locally (2), the administration of radiolabeled monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs) into a surgically created resection cavity
(SCRC) to deliver cytotoxic radionuclides to residual tumor
cells represents an innovative intervention for augmenting
local tumor control and thereby improving overall out-
comes for patients with malignant brain tumors. Promising
results have been obtained with antitenascin mAbs labeled
with b-particle–emitting 131I or 90Y injected into the SCRC
of patients with malignant central nervous system (CNS)
tumors (3–5).

Radiolabeling of antitenascin mAbs with an a-emitter,
such as 211At, is an attractive extension of this approach
because a-emitters exhibit unique features that may be
optimally suited for the elimination of focal pockets of
tumor cells located within the milieu of predominantly
normal neural tissue in the CNS. 211At has a half-life of
7.2 h, and each decay of 211At results in the generation of
an a-particle (6). These a-particles have a short particle
pathlength in tissue that is equivalent to only a few
cell diameters. Studies with human glioma cells have
demonstrated the exquisite cytotoxicity of tumor-targeted
211At, with effective killing achieved with only a few
a-particle traversals per cell (7). These attributes are
attractive for targeted radionuclide therapy because of the
possibility of enhancing efficacy while avoiding the adja-
cent normal tissue toxicity inherent in the use of b-emitters,
considerations of particular importance in attempts at
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therapeutic interventions in sensitive areas, such as the
CNS.

Despite the conceptual appeal, the translation of targeted
a-particle therapy into the clinical domain has been slow, in
part because of limited radionuclide availability and the
dearth of a-emitters with physical half-lives compatible
with clinical use (8). Clinical literature describing the be-
havior of targeted a-particle radiotherapy in human cancer
patients is limited to the use of a 213Bi-labeled humanized
anti-CD33 mAb, with a half-life of 46 min, in the treatment
of patients with recurrent acute myeloid leukemia (9) and
the administration of 223Ra-radium citrate, with a half-life
of 11.4 d, to patients with breast and prostate carcinoma
and skeletal metastases (10). The lack of serious adverse
effects observed in these trials provided encouragement for
the present study with 211At, an a-emitter with an inter-
mediate half-life and different chemical properties.

We evaluated the feasibility, safety, and efficacy of
the administration of chimeric antitenascin mAb 81C6
(ch81C6) labeled with 211At (211At-ch81C6) into the SCRC
of patients with recurrent malignant brain tumors. This
setting was appealing for the initiation of clinical investi-
gations with 211At not only because of the need for more
effective brain tumor treatments but also because of our
prior experience with 131I-labeled 81C6 in patients with
malignant gliomas (3,4,6,11,12). These studies demon-
strated that the treatment was well tolerated and associated
with encouraging survival results and delayed escape of the
labeled mAb from the SCRC. Because it has greater in vivo
stability than its murine parent (13), ch81C6 was used as
the carrier molecule for 211At delivery. The stability and
maximum tolerated dose of 211At-ch81C6 after intravenous
administration were defined in mice before the initiation of
this clinical feasibility study (14,15).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chimeric 81C6 mAb
Murine 81C6 is an IgG2b mAb that reacts with tenascin, an

extracellular matrix glycoprotein ubiquitously expressed in high-
grade gliomas but not in normal brain tissue (16). Genomic
cloning was used to combine the murine 81C6 variable-region
genes with the human IgG2 constant-region genes (17). ch81C6
was grown in a Mini-Max hollow-fiber bioreactor (Biovest) with
CD hybridoma medium (Invitrogen) without serum or protein ad-
ditives. Purification was achieved by affinity chromatography with
a Sepharose–staphylococcal protein A column and then polyethy-
leneimine ion-exchange chromatography. Each clinical batch of
ch81C6 was prepared in accordance with U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) manufacture and testing guidelines (18).

211At Production and Radiolabeling
211At was produced on the Duke University Medical Center

CS-30 cyclotron via the 209Bi(a,2n)211At reaction by bombarding
natural bismuth metal targets with 28.0-MeV a-particles using
the MIT-1 internal target; 211At was separated from the target by
dry distillation (19). Labeling of ch81C6 was accomplished by
first synthesizing N-succinimidyl 3-[211At]astatobenzoate (SAB)

and then reacting SAB with the mAb in pH 8.5 borate buffer (20).
Purification of the labeled mAb was achieved with a Sephadex
G-25 column. SAB and mAb conjugation yields declined at higher
211At activity levels, as discussed in a previous publication (20).
Size-exclusion high-performance liquid chromatography indicated
that 96.0% 6 2.5% (mean 6 SD) of the 211At activity eluted with
a retention time corresponding to that of ch81C6. The immuno-
reactive fraction measured with recombinant tenascin fragments
was 83.3% 6 5.3%. All preparations were determined to be
pyrogen free and sterile before and after patient administration,
respectively.

Patient Eligibility and Treatment
Eligible patients had a confirmed histologic diagnosis of recur-

rent supratentorial primary malignant tumors and were candidates
for surgical resection. Patients with tumors that were infratentorial,
diffusely infiltrating, or multifocal, with tumors that had intraven-
tricular access, or with tumors that showed subependymal spread
were ineligible. Histopathologic samples from the initial surgery
were reviewed at Duke University Medical Center. The over-
expression of tenascin in tumors was confirmed by positive staining
of either fresh or paraffin-embedded tissue with 81C6 or affinity-
purified polyclonal rabbit antitenascin serum, respectively. Patients
were more than 18 y old and had a Karnofsky performance status
(KPS) of at least 60%. Pregnant or lactating patients were ineligible.
Other eligibility requirements were previously described (4).

Patients underwent a gross total resection and placement of a
Rickham reservoir and catheter into the SCRC. An MRI with
contrast medium was obtained within 48 h of resection. The
protocol stipulated that residual tumor could not enhance mea-
surably more than 1.0 cm beyond the margin of the SCRC.
Rickham catheter patency and SCRC integrity were confirmed by
injecting 99mTc-labeled albumin or diethylenetriaminepentaacetic
acid into the Rickham reservoir and obtaining g-camera images
immediately and 4 and 24 h later. Patients with subgaleal leakage
of radioactivity from the SCRC or with SCRC communication
with the subarachnoid space (i.e., intrathecal communication)
were not eligible for treatment. A baseline 18F-FDG PET scan
was obtained after resection. Before and 30–120 d after treatment,
patients were tested for the generation of circulating antibodies to
murine 81C6 and ch81C6 with a double-antibody radioimmuno-
assay or an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (3).

Because 211At is a radiohalogen exhibiting thyroid accumulation
in anionic form (21), eligible patients received 4 drops of a saturated
solution of potassium iodine and 75 mg of liothyronine sodium
(Cytomel) daily from 48 h before to 16 d after 211At-ch81C6 adminis-
tration. Patients were admitted to Duke University Medical Center for
211At-ch81C6 administration. The Rickham reservoir was accessed
with a 25-gauge butterfly needle using sterile technique, and up to 6
mL of SCRC cyst fluid was removed when possible. Ten milligrams
of ch81C6 labeled with 71–347 mBq of 211At were injected into the
reservoir in a volume of #6 mL. The reservoir and catheter were
flushed after 211At-ch81C6 injection with the previously aspirated
sterile SCRC fluid. Because of the nature of 211At emissions and the
low administered activity levels, patient radiation isolation was not
required. Before discharge, brain MRI was performed.

The Duke Investigational Review Board (IRB) approved this
investigation. Informed consent in a manner approved by the Duke
IRB was obtained from each patient or the patient’s guardian. The
study was conducted under FDA investigational new drug number
BB-IND-7516.
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Biodistribution and Pharmacokinetics
The 77- to 92-keV polonium K x-rays emitted during 211At

decay were used to monitor 211At-ch81C6 distribution in the
patients. By use of a dual-head g-camera fitted with low-energy,
high-resolution collimators, anterior and posterior serial whole-
body images were obtained immediately after injection of the
labeled mAb and approximately 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h thereafter. A
reference source of 211At was used to set the camera photopeak
window at 79 keV with a 20% width and was placed near the right
ankle at the time of imaging. The positions of the patient’s head
and camera were duplicated for each acquisition to minimize
artifacts and count variability. Regions of interest were drawn
around the SCRC to determine cavity residence time and the
percentage of 211At decays occurring in the SCRC. g-Camera
imaging and SCRC pharmacokinetic data were obtained for all 18
patients. Whole-body images also were displayed with a 1%
window to facilitate the visualization of low levels of 211At present
outside the SCRC. The 1% window represents an upper threshold
of 0.01 times the maximum pixel count over the entire image; that
is, every pixel with counts above this threshold is displayed at full
intensity, highlighting regions of activity that otherwise would be
difficult to visualize because of the much higher level of activity
remaining in the SCRC.

Blood was sampled at approximately 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 16, and 24 h
from 10 patients after 211At-ch81C6 injection. Counts in aliquots
(1 mL) were obtained with an automated g-counter. The percent-
age injected dose (%ID) of 211At present in the blood pool was
determined by comparison with an injection standard and decay
correction and by assuming that blood represented 7% of the total
body mass.

Evaluation of Adverse Events and Response
After 211At-ch81C6 administration, patients were monitored for

toxicity and survival. Initial follow-up occurred within the first
month after treatment. Complete blood counts with differential
were obtained weekly for the first 8 wk. Adjuvant chemotherapy
was prescribed for 1 y beginning approximately 4 wk after 211At-
ch81C6 administration. Because of variability in chemotherapy
regimens administered before study enrollment, chemotherapy
after 211At-ch81C6 administration was prescribed on an individ-
ualized, ‘‘best-clinical-management’’ basis with standard dosing
schedules for conventional salvage chemotherapeutic agents, such
as temozolomide, lomustine, irinotecan, and etoposide. Patients
were reevaluated before the initiation of chemotherapy and every
8–12 wk during chemotherapy. Patients were evaluated every 3
mo for the first year, every 4 mo for the second year, and bian-
nually thereafter. Each follow-up appointment included a com-
plete general and neurologic examination, KPS rating, complete
blood counts, chemistry panel evaluation, and MRI with contrast
medium. 18F-FDG PET scans were obtained as clinically indi-
cated. Thyroid function was assessed within 1–2 mo of 211At-
ch81C6 administration and every 6–12 mo thereafter.

CTC version 2.0 (Common Toxicity Criteria, National Cancer
Institute) was used to score toxicity. Although the occurrence of
seizures was recorded, seizures were not considered an indication
of neurologic toxicity because of their expected frequency in this
disease setting. The precise etiology of nonseizure neurologic
toxicity after 211At-ch81C6 therapy was difficult to define. Neither
clinical features nor findings from either MRI or PET reliably
distinguished between recurrent tumors and treatment-induced
radiation necrosis. Although stereotactic needle biopsy is limited

with regard to volume sampling, it remains the definitive tool for
the diagnosis of focal brain lesions. Therefore, the etiology of
observed neurologic toxicity was determined on the basis of
stereotactic needle biopsy results whenever possible.

Progressive disease was defined by the occurrence of at least
one of the following: greater than 25% increase in enhancing
tumor cross-sectional area or the appearance of radiographically
new lesions that were also hypermetabolic on PET scans, evidence
of clinical deterioration and greater than 25% increase in enhanc-
ing tumor size or the appearance of radiographically new lesions
on MRI, or biopsy-proven recurrent tumor.

Statistical Analysis
A single-center phase I study with a classical ‘‘3 1 3’’ format

was designed to determine the maximum tolerated dose of 211At-
ch81C6. However, difficulties in preparing elevated radioactivity
levels (.250 MBq) of the labeled mAb necessitated departure
from this design and resulted in more than 3 patients being
evaluated at doses lower than those required on the basis of the
observed toxicity. The Kaplan–Meier method (22) was used to
estimate survival distributions; survival was measured from the
date of 211At-ch81C6 administration to death. All patients were
monitored until death.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics

The study population included 18 patients with recurrent
malignant brain tumors treated at Duke University Medical
Center between April 1998 and June 2001. Nine patients
(50%) were women, and the median age was 50 y (range,
27–76 y). Fourteen patients had glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) (78%), 3 patients had anaplastic oligodendroglioma
(AO) (17%), and 1 patient had anaplastic astrocytoma
(AA) (5%). All patients had a KPS over 70%. The median
number of prior episodes of progressive disease was 1
(range, 1–2). All patients had received external-beam radio-
therapy before 211At-ch81C6 administration, and 8 (44%)
had received prior chemotherapy. The median time between
initial diagnosis and 211At-ch81C6 administration was 8.3
mo (range, 3.2–278 mo). One potential patient was ex-
cluded from treatment because of subgaleal leakage on the
postoperative flow study; this leakage appeared to be
related to SCRC proximity to the ventricular system rather
than SCRC size. Thus, more than 90% of potential patients
received treatment.

Five patients received 71–104 MBq of 211At, 7 patients
received 135–148 MBq, 5 patients received 215–248 MBq,
and 1 patient received 347 MBq. All 211At doses were
conjugated to 10 mg of ch81C6. After 211At-ch81C6
treatment, 14 patients (78%) received systemic chemother-
apy. The specific post–211At-ch81C6 treatment chemother-
apy agents, doses, and schedules were determined by the
primary neurooncologist for each patient.

Adverse Events

No patient enrolled in the present study experienced
dose-limiting toxicity. There were no episodes of grade 2 or
higher hematologic toxicity attributable to 211At-ch81C6
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(Table 1). However, one patient with recurrent GBM
developed aplastic anemia after a single dose of lomustine
(110 mg/m2) administered 3 mo after treatment with 74
MBq of 211At-ch81C6. Of note, the patient had normal
blood counts after 211At-ch81C6 administration until ap-
proximately 5 wk after lomustine administration, at which
point persistent grade 4 neutropenia and thrombocytopenia
developed. Evaluation revealed hypocellular bone marrow
(,5% cellularity) with a 46, XX, t(1;20)(p13.2;q13.2)
karyotype noted in 2 of 36 metaphases. The patient was
treated with transfusions, hematopoietic growth factors,
antithymocyte globulin, prednisone, and cyclosporine, with
minimal hematologic improvement, and died of recurrent
GBM approximately 20 mo after 211At-ch81C6 treatment.

Nonhematologic toxicity included neurologic and non-
neurologic events. Neurologic events occurred in 6 patients
who experienced seizures (grade 2, n 5 2; grade 3, n 5 3;
grade 4, n 5 1); however, these were not considered dose
limiting because seizures are an expected event in patients
with brain tumors. Furthermore, each of these events
occurred at the time of progressive disease, and all but
one of these patients also had seizures before 211At-ch81C6
administration. Six patients experienced grade 2 neurologic
events at least possibly attributable to 211At-ch81C6, in-
cluding 3 patients with headache, 1 patient with expressive
aphasia, 1 patient with hand numbness, and 1 patient with
left inferior quadrantanopsia. Each of these events resolved

within a few days or weeks and a short course of cortico-
steroids, except for the visual field deficit. All remaining
neurologic events occurred at the time of progressive
disease. There were no grade 3 or higher neurologic events
related to 211At-ch81C6, and none of the patients required
repeat surgery for radionecrosis.

Nonneurologic events possibly attributable to the study
regimen involved single patients who experienced grade 2
nausea and grade 2 fatigue. Two patients experienced
infections, including 1 patient with a grade 2 episode of
bronchitis and 1 patient with Pneumocystis carinii pneu-
monitis. Both of these infections resolved with appropriate
antibiotic therapy. There was one death from a pulmonary
embolism.

One patient developed a second malignancy after 211At-
ch81C6 administration. This patient had recurrent AO and
developed an undifferentiated, anaplastic small-cell neo-
plasm with neuroblastic features (World Health Organiza-
tion grade IV) in the neck, diagnosed by lymph node biopsy
8 wk after the administration of 215 MBq of 211At-ch81C6.
A brain MRI at that time revealed evidence of recurrence at
the primary tumor site. The patient underwent re-resection,
which confirmed recurrent malignant glioma. The patient
opted for no further therapy and died from progressive
tumor approximately 6 mo after 211At-ch81C6 administra-
tion. Of note, this patient had previously received extensive
cytotoxic therapy, including conventional external-beam

TABLE 1
Pharmacokinetics and Overall Survival and Toxicity Results for Patients Treated with 211At-ch81C6

Histologic

findings

Administered

activity

(MBq)

Cavity

volume

(cm3)

Cavity

residence

time (h)

% of decays

occurring in

cavity

%ID in blood

pool at:
Overall

survival

(wk)Patient 6 h 12 h Toxicity*

1 AO 72.7 6.0 10.3 99.0 0.018 0.055 235

2 GBM 74.0 21.7 10.0 96.0 0.020 0.064 59

3 GBM 70.7 3.7 9.7 93.3 0.106 0.261 82 Aplastic anemia (grade 4);

seizures (grade 3)
4 GBM 72.2 2.4 10.4 100.0 NA NA 42 Hand numbness (grade 2; resolved)

5 AO 103.6 10.0 10.2 98.0 NA NA 116 Seizures (grade 3); headache

(grade 2; resolved)
6 GBM 144.3 0.2 10.3 99.0 NA NA 150 Seizures (grade 3)

7 GBM 144.7 15.3 10.3 99.0 0.044 0.093 151

8 GBM 135.4 9.5 10.3 99.0 0.023 0.038 46

9 GBM 148.0 29.5 9.8 94.1 NA NA 54 Seizures (grade 2); headache
(grade 2; resolved); visual field

loss (grade 2)

10 GBM 148.0 15.2 10.2 98.0 NA NA 51 Aphasia (grade 2; resolved)

11 GBM 148.0 16.0 10.1 97.1 NA NA 14
12 GBM 245.3 37.2 9.8 94.1 0.010 0.019 25

13 GBM 236.4 2.4 9.6 92.2 0.174 0.430 53

14 GBM 247.9 7.4 9.6 92.2 0.013 0.019 32

15 GBM 236.8 11.9 9.1 87.4 0.077 0.122 15 Seizures (grade 4)
16 AO 214.6 28.3 10.4 100.0 NA NA 71

17 GBM 347.1 33.9 10.4 100.0 0.027 0.037 76 Headache (grade 2; resolved)

18 AA 148.0 4.8 10.3 99.0 NA NA 78 Seizures (grade 2)

*Toxicity grade in accordance with CTC version 2.0.

NA 5 not available.
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radiotherapy and chemotherapy, which consisted of carmustine-
impregnated biodegradable wafers and 8 cycles of procar-
bazine, lomustine, and vincristine chemotherapy.

Human Antimouse Antibody

Thirty-nine serum samples obtained from 15 patients
were evaluated for reactivity with ch81C6. Positive reac-
tivity was seen in 8 samples (21%) and from 5 patients
(33%). With the exception of one sample obtained from
each of 2 patients, the response was confined to murine
variable regions. No observed toxicity was related to
human antimouse antibody reactivity.

Biodistribution and Pharmacokinetics

Serial whole-body images of patient 1 are shown in
Figure 1; 100% and 1% windows were used to best
visualize 211At activity in the SCRC and the remainder of
the body, respectively. A region of interest was set around
the SCRC, and the clearance of 211At activity from the

cavity was determined (Fig. 2). Complete retention of 211At
in the cavity (no biologic clearance, only physical decay)
would correspond to a residence time of 10.4 h. As
summarized in Table 1, the residence time for 211At in
the SCRC after the administration of 211At-ch81C6, 10.05
6 0.37 h (mean 6 SD), reflected excellent retention of
211At in the SCRC. Correcting the clearance curves in
Figure 2 for 211At physical decay revealed that 96.7% 6

3.6% of 211At decays occurred in the SCRC. Even in the
images displayed with a 1% window, discernible localiza-
tion of 211At activity in specific anatomic structures was
generally not observed. In some patients, enhanced but
transient accumulation of 211At in the liver, spleen, and
possibly the thyroid and bone marrow was seen (Fig. 1B).
Consistent with the high retention of 211At-ch81C6 in the
SCRC, the %ID of 211At in the blood was low and appeared
to only gradually increase with time (Fig. 3). The %ID
values for 211At in the blood pool (n 5 10) 6 and 12 h after

FIGURE 1. Serial whole-body anterior
g-camera images obtained after injection
of 73 MBq of 211At-ch81C6 into SCRC of
patient 1. (A) 100% window. (B) 1%
window set to enhance areas with low
activity concentrations. Focal activity
seen in lower part of image is imaging
standard.
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the administration of 211At-ch81C6 into the SCRC were
0.044 6 0.043 and 0.067 6 0.069, respectively. Taken
together, these results suggest limited catabolism and
excellent stability of the labeled mAb in vivo.

Biopsies and Surgical Procedures

Twelve patients (67%) underwent 15 surgical procedures
for progressive clinical or radiographic changes, including
14 stereotactic biopsies and 1 resection. Six biopsies
revealed gliosis, and 8 biopsies confirmed recurrent tumors.
Two patients had 2 biopsies separated by 14 and 22 mo. In
both of these patients, the initial biopsy revealed gliosis,
and the second biopsy confirmed recurrent malignant gli-
omas. One patient underwent stereotactic biopsy followed
by resection 3 mo later. The biopsy specimen revealed
gliosis, and the resection confirmed recurrent tumor. No
patient required repeat surgery due to the development of
radionecrosis.

Pattern of Recurrence

Progressive disease was local in all cases but one. One
patient with left temporal GBM developed a noncontiguous
recurrence in the left frontal lobe 6.5 mo after 211At-
ch81C6 administration. Figure 4 shows serial MRI scans
obtained from patient 5, who had recurrent AO and was
treated with 104 MBq of 211At-ch81C6. After gross total
resection, there was a minimal enhancing rim; however, rim
enhancement gradually became more prominent with time,
and the cavity collapsed. By wk 57, a focal enhancing
lesion was noted, and a biopsy revealed recurrent AO. The
patient died from recurrent tumor 116 wk after 211At-
ch81C6 treatment.

Response and Survival Data

Survival was the most important criterion for efficacy
because all patients underwent total or nearly total resec-
tion leaving little or no residual tumor. The median survival
times for all patients, for those with GBM, and for those
with AO or AA were 57 wk (95% confidence interval [CI]:
47–78 wk), 52 wk (95% CI: 33–76 wk), and 97.0 wk (95%
CI: 72–235 wk), respectively (Fig. 5). The 1-y survival
probabilities for all patients, for those with GBM, and for
those with AO or AA were 61% (95% CI: 42%–88%), 50%
(95% CI: 30%–84%), and 100%, respectively. Of note, 2 of
14 patients with recurrent GBM survived for nearly 3 y
after 211At-ch81C6 treatment.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study evaluating a 211At-labeled targeted
radiotherapeutic agent in cancer patients. Two clinical trials
with other a-particle–emitting radionuclides, 213Bi with a
half-life of 46 min and 223Ra with a half-life of 11.4 d, were
reported previously (9,10). An attractive feature of 211At is
that its physical half-life is intermediate between those of
213Bi and 223Ra, thereby offering a better alternative for some
of the most promising molecular carriers and clinical settings
for targeted a-particle therapy. This is also the first clinical
study exploring the administration of an a-particle–emitting
radiotherapeutic agent via a nonintravenous route with the goal
of treating minimum residual disease, a tactic long thought to
be favorable for harnessing the treatment potential of this
highly potent and short-range type of radiation (6,8).

We previously demonstrated that radioimmunotherapy
with 131I-labeled antitenascin mAb 81C6 injected into the
SCRC of patients with malignant gliomas is well tolerated
and associated with encouraging survival results
(3,4,12,23). Although the results of these b-emitter radio-
immunotherapy studies are promising, a-emitters offer
several important advantages, including minimal depen-
dence on tumor oxygenation for achieving efficient cell
killing (24). Moreover, b-emitters offer no advantage over
conventional external-beam therapy with regard to biologic
effectiveness. In contrast, the linear energy transfer of 211At
a-particles is about 100 keV/mm, and the result is that the
distance between ionizing events is about the same as the

FIGURE 2. Clearance of 211At activity from SCRC, determined
by setting region of interest around cavity on serial g-camera
images obtained after administration of 211At-ch81C6 into
SCRC. Data are for patients 1 (s), 2 (,), 3 (;), 4 ( ), 7 (n),
8 (d), 12 (h), 13 (¤), 14 ()), 15 (:), and 17 (n).

FIGURE 3. %ID of 211At-ch81C6 in blood pool as function of
time, determined from serial blood sample counts. Data are for
patients 1 (s), 2 (,), 3 (;), 7 (n), 8 (d), 12 (h), 13 (¤), 14 ()), 15 (:),
and 17 (n).
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distance between DNA strands, thus increasing the proba-
bility of inducing irreparable DNA strand breaks. For this
reason, DNA damage induced by a-particles is less likely
to be affected by DNA repair enzymes, such as methyl-
guanine methyltransferase (MGMT), an important mediator
of resistance to alkylators and methylators in patients with
malignant gliomas (25). Furthermore, MGMT has been
shown to compromise the effectiveness of the combined
application of external-beam radiation and temozolomide, a
treatment strategy shown to be of some benefit in glioma
patients with low levels of this enzyme (26).

The distribution of 211At activity during the 24-h period
after the administration of 211At-ch81C6 into the SCRC
was determined by serial imaging and blood counting. The
SCRC residence time, 10.05 6 0.37 h, was not significantly
different from that corresponding to an infinite biologic
half-life (10.38 h) in this compartment. Consistent with this
finding, the total activity in the blood pool was less than 0.5
%ID at all time points. Although these results were

consistent with the excellent stability of 211At-ch81C6,
they also could reflect the generation of labeled catabolites
of a particular molecular size and nature that remained
sequestered in the SCRC. Analysis of the molecular weight
profile of 211At species in the blood was attempted; how-
ever, the activity concentration of 211At was far too low for
this to be successful.

The accumulation of 211At in the liver and spleen and
possibly in the thyroid and bone marrow was observed by
whole-body g-camera imaging in a few patients, but only
when a 1% window was used to enhance regions receiving
counts 2 orders of magnitude lower than peak SCRC
counts. If deastatination of the labeled mAb had occurred,
then uptake of 211At-astatide in the thyroid, stomach,
spleen, and lungs, in that order, would have been expected.
(21). On the other hand, high levels of tenascin are present
in normal human liver and spleen, and in previous studies
in which radioiodinated murine 81C6 was administered
intravenously, the highest levels of radioiodine accumula-
tion were observed in these organs (27,28). Whatever its
cause, the fact that 211At uptake outside the SCRC was
present only at levels that were difficult to detect is
encouraging.

No dose-limiting toxicity was observed in the present
study, and none of the patients required reoperation for
radionecrosis. Consistent with the very low leakage of
activity of labeled mAb from the SCRC, there were no
episodes of grade 2 or higher hematologic toxicity. No
grade 3 or higher neurologic events possibly attributable to
radioimmunotherapy were observed, and the grade 2 epi-
sodes seen in 6 patients resolved quickly. The lack of
significant neurologic toxicity observed with 211At-ch81C6
is consistent with the short pathlength of a-particles in
tissue and the low energy of associated photon emissions
(polonium K x-rays). Unanticipated problems in synthesiz-
ing the levels of SAB required for further dose escalation
prevented the determination of the maximum tolerated dose
of 211At-ch81C6. These difficulties, detailed previously

FIGURE 4. Serial MRI images (gadolinium-
enhanced T1-weighted images, axial
plane) of representative patient after
211At-ch81C6 therapy. After gross total
resection, SCRC rim was minimally en-
hanced. After 211At-ch81C6 administra-
tion, rim enhancement gradually became
more prominent as SCRC retracted. Fo-
cal nodular enhancement noted 57 wk
after 211At-ch81C6 administration was
subsequently confirmed to be recurrent
anaplastic oligodendroglioma.

FIGURE 5. Kaplan–Meier overall survival estimates for pa-
tients receiving 211At-ch81C6, stratified by histologic findings.
GBM 5 glioblastoma multiforme.
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(20), were subsequently determined to be related to radiolysis-
mediated alterations in the labeling chemistry that became
more severe at higher 211At activity levels. A revised label-
ing procedure that has substantially reduced these problems
has now been developed (29).

Although our treatment strategy minimizes systemic
exposure because of regional administration into the SCRC
and the short half-life of 211At, an increased risk of late,
secondary cancers is of concern for patients receiving
DNA-damaging agents such as a-particle emitters. Al-
though one patient developed a second malignancy in the
present study, it is unclear whether this event was related to
211At-ch81C6 administration because this patient had also
been treated previously with extensive cytotoxic therapy.
Furthermore, the rapidity of secondary cancer development
(8 wk after the administration of 211At-ch81C6) diminished
the likely relationship between this event and 211At-ch81C6
administration because secondary cancers typically develop
months to years after exposure to DNA-damaging agents
(30). Nonetheless, diligent monitoring of a-particle radio-
immunotherapy recipients for secondary cancer develop-
ment is warranted in future studies.

Although the number of patients in the present study was
small, the median survival time for patients with recurrent
GBM and for patients with all recurrent brain tumors after
211At-ch81C6 treatment was similar to that observed pre-
viously with 131I-labeled murine 81C6 (3). In that study,
dose-limiting toxicity was neurologic, defining a maximum
tolerated dose of 3,700 MBq, and 47% of the patients were
treated at or above the maximum tolerated dose. A potential
advantage of treating brain tumors with shorter-range
a-particle emitters, such as 211At, is that it might be possible
to achieve efficacy similar to that achieved with b-particle
emitters but with a lower toxicity for normal brain regions in
the vicinity of the SCRC. It is encouraging that 8 of 14
patients with recurrent GBM survived for 1 y and that 2
patients survived for nearly 3 y after receiving 144 MBq of
211At-ch81C6. It is also encouraging that the median survival
time of 52 wk observed in the present study compares
favorably with the median survival times of 23 and 31 wk
reported for patients with recurrent GBM treated with best
care plus placebo and carmustine polymers, respectively
(31). The number of patients in the present study was too
small to discern whether there was a clear dose-response
effect for 211At-ch81C6 treatment. Furthermore, the varia-
tions in SCRC volumes among patients would be expected to
play as important a role in determining the radiation dose
delivered to the SCRC interface as the administered mega-
becquerels of 211At (11).

An important consequence of the short range of a-particles
in tissue is that variations in antigen expression and mAb
delivery could result in heterogeneities in radiation dose
deposition, which could compromise efficacy in tumors.
Conventional MIRD methodology assumes a homogeneous
distribution of the radionuclide in tissue and is not well
suited to the stochastic nature of the energy deposition of

a-particles in volume elements approximating cellular
dimensions (32). In brain tumors, tenascin C expression
increases and becomes more perivascular with increasing
grade (33), features that would be expected to contribute to
heterogeneous uptake of antitenascin mAbs, such as that
used in the present study. We have developed a histologic
image–based theoretic model that can be used to estimate
GBM and normal brain radiation doses for a-particle–
emitting mAbs (34). Studies are in progress to calculate
tumor microdosimetry for the patients in the present study
on the basis of the measured distribution kinetics of 211At-
ch81C6 and tenascin concentrations as well as morphologic
findings from tissue obtained at surgery.

CONCLUSION

In the present pilot study, we demonstrated that the
administration of a-particle–emitting 211At-ch81C6 into
the SCRC of patients with recurrent CNS tumors after
resection was feasible. Furthermore, the toxicity associated
with this approach was minimal. No enrolled patient
experienced dose-limiting toxicity after the administration
of single 211At-ch81C6 doses of up to 347 MBq. In
addition, overall outcomes were highly encouraging, with
a median overall survival time of 54.1 wk. Our results
suggest that further evaluation of 211At-ch81C6 for patients
with CNS tumors is warranted. Further radioimmunother-
apeutic strategies under consideration for 211At-ch81C6
include multiple SCRC dose administration schedules, use
as part of a radiotherapeutic cocktail containing a b-emitter
to modulate the dose profile, and intrathecal administration
for patients with leptomeningeal carcinomatosis.
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